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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of different stretching methods within a pre-
exercise warm-up on the power and agility in soccer players. Fifteen collegiate soccer players (height: 173.07
± 7.81 m; mass: 67.60 ± 8.73 kg; age: 24.73 ± 4.59 years; experience: 7.27 ± 2.09 years) were tested for agility
performance using the Illinois agility test and also for power using vertical jump test after different warm-up
protocols consisting of static stretching, dynamic stretching, dynamic exercise and no stretching. All data
variables from the dynamic stretching, dynamic exercise and static stretching trials were normalized to no
stretching. There were significant decreases in agility time and vertical jump height after dynamic stretching
vs. static stretching, but there were no significant differences between dynamic stretching vs. dynamic exercise
and dynamic exercise vs. static stretching in all players and also in defenders, midfielders and strikers. We
concluded that soccer players in all different positions probably perform better agility and power after dynamic
stretching and with more training on dynamic exercise they can adapt their body with this stretching condition
to perform better performances. 
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INTRODUCTION [3,4,59,10]. However, the effect of different stretching

Soccer is one of the most popular sport team is unclear. Therefore, there is a practical question that
throughout the world which requires high-intensity, which type of stretching methods during warm up exercise
intermittent, non-continuous exercise that includes cause a greater power and faster agility in different soccer
anaerobic performances such as, agility, power and etc. positions. Thus, the purpose of current study was to
[1-4]. Agility and power contribute to some of the total investigate the effect of static stretching, dynamic
distance covered during a game which determines stretching, dynamic exercise and no stretching methods
winning possession of the ball and scoring of goals in on power and agility in different soccer positions. 
soccer [5-8]. These performances are different in different
soccer positions, especially defenders, midfielders and MATERIALS AND METHODS
stickers. According to these conditions, preparation for
agility and power should include short-and long-term Participants: Fifteen soccer players (height: 173.07 ± 7.81
exercise and training for each position [3,4]. Short-term is m; mass: 67.60 ± 8.73 kg; age: 24.73 ± 4.59 years;
a warm-up as pre exercise or pre competition exercise to experience: 7.27 ± 2.09 years) were tested as a part of their
prepare players for better performance. Stretching athletic training program. All subjects who had no history
program is one of the main sections of warm-up exercise of major lower limb injury or disease, volunteered to
and traditionally static stretching is conducted before participate in this study. The university institutional
soccer training sessions or competitions. review board gave approval for all procedures. Subjects

Previous studies reported that static stretching were required to report to our research laboratory to read
causes decreased performances, on the other hand, and sign a medical questionnaire and an informed
dynamic stretching cause increased performances consent. 

between different soccer positions on agility and power
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Table 1: Testing schedule for soccer players

First day Second day
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

group Four min jogging Stretching method Two min rest Fitness tests Four min jogging Stretching method Two min rest Fitness tests

1 + NS + + + DE + +
2 + SS + + + No?? + +
3 + DS + + + SS + +
4 + DE + + + DS + +

Third day Fourth day
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

group Four min jogging Stretching method Two min rest Fitness tests Four min jogging Stretching method Two min rest Fitness tests

1 + DS + + + SS + +
2 + DE + + + DS + +
3 + NS + + + DE + +
4 + SS + + + NS + +

(+) denotes activity included; No Stretching (NS), Static Stretching (SS), Dynamic Stretching (DS), Dynamic Exercise (DE) 

Procedures:   A   counterbalanced  within-subject Measures: Power and agility were evaluated using the
experimental design was used for this research according
to Amiri-Khorasani et al. [3,11]. Subjects were divided
into four groups. Each group performed four different
warm-up protocols on four non-consecutive days.  The
warm-up protocol used for each group was performed in
a randomized manner, which was displayed in table 1.
Subjects performed four minutes jogging, one of the
stretching programs (except for no stretching protocol),
rest for 2 minutes and then the vertical jump and Illinois
agility tests for one day. 

According to Amiri-Khorasani et al. [3,11], lower
extremity muscles which include gastrocnemius,
hamstrings, quadriceps, hip flexors, glutei's and the
adductors  were  selected  as  target muscles for
stretching.  For  each muscle group, subjects held the
static stretching for 30 seconds on one leg before
changing to the contralateral side. Subjects were
instructed to stretch in a slow, deliberate manner with
proper body alignment. Static stretching was conducted
in accordance with Amiri-Khorasani et al. [3,11]. In
addition, the same muscle groups that were stretched in
the static stretching protocol were chosen for dynamic
stretching; and its procedure was conducted as adopted
by Amiri-Khorasani et al. [3,11]. Subjects were instructed
to attempt maximal range of motion during each repetition.
Each subject intentionally contracted the antagonist of
the target muscle in a standing position once every
second so that the target muscle was stretched. This
stretching  was  performed five times without any
bouncing at each of the three different speed protocols,
which were prescribed in the order of slow, moderate and
‘fast-as-possible’. The order of target muscles and the
rest periods were the same as those in the static
stretching (Table 1). 

vertical jump and Illinois agility tests, respectively.
Standardized protocols for fitness testing were followed
according to methods previously described [3,4,10]. The
vertical jump was measured using the Vertical Jump
Training System (MTAK21, KER, IR). The Electronic
timing gates (MTAK16, KER, IR) was used to record the
time of Illinois agility test. The best score of three trials
was recorded for each fitness test. The same researchers
tested the same participants after each warm-up treatment.
All testing sessions were performed with identical
equipment, positioning, technique and test order (Vertical
jump and Illinois agility test). All participants rested at
least three min between tests and completed the fitness
test battery in about 15-20 minutes. Testing procedures
used in this study were designed to be similar to fitness
testing procedures which are used in the most soccer
conditioning programs. At end, all data variables from the
static stretching, dynamic stretching and dynamic exercise
trials were normalized to no stretching data. 

Statistical Analysis: The main effects of relative static
stretching, dynamic stretching and dynamic exercise
dependent variables in all players were determined using
separate one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
repeated-measures. A 3 (levels of position; defenders ×
midfielders × strikers)) × 3 (conditions; relative static
stretching × relative dynamic stretching × relative
dynamic exercise)) repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to analyze the results of the different
positions over the three different stretching protocols. A
significance level of alpha = 0.05 was considered. When
justified, paired sample t-tests were performed to confirm
significant differences within each condition. The
Bonferroni adjustment was then carried out to confirm the
significant differences.
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RESULTS There was also significant decreases in agility time

As illustrated in figure 1, there was significant relative static stretching (0.23 ± 1.17 s) in all players at p
increase in power after relative dynamic stretching (1.62 ± < 0.019 and also in defenders, midfielders and strikers. On
5.36 m) vs. relative static stretching (-1.43 ± 5.58 m) in all the other hand, there were no significant differences
players at p < 0.002 and also in defenders, midfielders and between relative dynamic stretching (-0.32 ± 0.79 s) vs.
strikers. On the other hand, there were no significant relative dynamic exercise (-0.17 ± 0.82 s) and also between
differences between relative dynamic stretching (1.62 ± relative dynamic exercise (-0.17 ± 0.82 s) vs. relative static
5.36 m) vs. relative dynamic exercise (0.12 ± 4.45 m) and stretching (0.23 ± 1.17 s), in all players and also in
also between relative dynamic exercise (0.12 ± 4.45 m) vs. defenders,  midfielders  and  strikers  as  presented  in
relative static stretching (-1.43 ± 5.58 m) in all players and figure 2. In addition, there were no significant differences
also in defenders, midfielders and strikers. between defenders, midfielders and strikers (Table 2). 

after relative dynamic stretching (-0.32 ± 0.79 s) vs.

Fig. 1: Vertical jump height after static stretching, dynamic stretching and dynamic exercise relative to no stretching in
all players. * Significant difference after dynamic stretching against static stretching relative to no stretching.

Fig. 2: Agility time after static stretching, dynamic stretching and dynamic exercise relative to no stretching in all
players. * Significant difference after dynamic stretching against static stretching relative to no stretching.

Table 2: Effect of different stretching methods relative to no stretching method on vertical jump and agility in different positions

Performance Stretching Position Static Stretching Dynamic Stretching Dynamic Exercise

Vertical Jump Defenders 0.20 ± 2.49 1.6 ± 3.14 0.93 ± 2.90 (a)

Midfielders 0.19 ± 2.05 1.39 ± 2.09 0.5 ± 1.19 (a)

Strikers 0.53 ± 3.47 2.01 ± 2.51 1.28 ± 3.65 (a)

Agility Defenders 0.23 ± 1.06 -0.21 ± 1.01 -0.11 ± 1.21 (a)

Midfielders -0.03 ± 1.21 -0.23 ± 1.26 -0.17 ± 0.94 (a)

Strikers 0.14 ± 1.31 -0.18 ± 1.11 -0.05 ± 1.34 (a)

 Significant decreasing after dynamic versus static stretching relative to no stretching method(a)
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